“God Has Had Mercy on Me”:
Theology and Soteriology in De sacrificiis Abelis et Caini
Philo of Alexandria’s treatise De sacrificiis Abelis et Caini contains a number of noteworthy
soteriological themes, including the “taming of the passions,” transformative revelatory
experiences expressed in mystery cult imagery, noetic ascent, and seeing God. Most significant,
however, are the complex depictions of agency that occur throughout the treatise. Though Philo
stresses the necessity of human “toil” as “the beginning of all goodness and true worth,” he
repeatedly and unequivocally emphasizes the priority of divine agency. It is upon divine mercy
that “all things are securely anchored.” An engaging and attractive portrayal of God also is
apparent in this treatise. Though Sacr. 94–96 asserts that the deity transcends all
anthropomorphic and anthropopathic human conceptions, this philosophical conceit fails to fully
cohere with the relational and immanent God who is more commonly encountered in the treatise.
Imparting his attributes of apathy and mercy, the “savior” of Sacr. graciously “draws the perfect
human from earthly things to himself.” Recognizing these divergent depictions of the deity, and
attempting to reconcile the fault-lines that divide them, is essential in interpreting this remarkable
treatise. In so doing, we see yet again that Philo’s allegiances to philosophy are overshadowed by
his commitment to the God of sacred scripture.
1. Theology
Some of Philo’s most common theological notes are sounded in De sacrificiis, including
transcendence, omnipresence, and absolute uniqueness. Anthropomorphic and anthropopathic
conceptions of God are also considered and vigorously denounced. A number of relational
attributes also are ascribed to God. God is both “the Father” and the “savior,” as well as the
source of all that is good.
1.1. Ontological attributes
Divine transcendence is asserted in Sacr. 55, where the all too common human propensity to
forget God’s blessings is attributed to a lack of self-awareness. The solution to ingratitude
offered by Philo, however, paradoxically involves “remembering your own nothingness in all
things” (περὶ πάντα οὐδενείας). This humbling memory presumably will trigger a praise-inducing
memory of “God’s transcendence in all things” (περὶ πάντα ὑπερβολῆς).
This assertion of transcendence is balanced by a detailed defense of omnipresence, in Sacr.
67–68, which creatively emerges from the theophany attending the miraculous provision of
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water at Massah and Meribah, offered in Exod 17:6. Philo capitalizes on the spatial ambiguities
present in the divine claim, “Here I stand there before you were” (ὧδε ἐγὼ ἕστηκα ἐκεῖ πρὸ τοῦ
σέ), which demonstrates
that his subsistence is before all created being, and that he who is here exists also there
and elsewhere and everywhere, for he has filled all wholly and entirely and left nothing
where his presence is not … My motion is not one of transference in space, where the
traveler leaves one place when he occupies another, but it is a motion of self-extension
and self-expansion [ἀλλὰ τονικῇ χρώμενος τῇ κινήσει].

The term “self-extension” (τονική) is related to the more commonly encountered Stoic technical
term, τόνος, “tension,” an essential psychological element which determines one’s ability to
properly respond to impressions by maintaining harmony between expansive and contractive
impulses. 1 In cosmological discourse τονική denotes “elasticity,” and “simultaneous activity in
opposite directions.” 2 Though the Stoics primarily employed this term to express cosmological
harmony and stability, Philo would appear to be adapting it to denote God’s ability to “stretch”
himself throughout the cosmos. Significantly, this assertion of omnipresence presumably would
afford the immanence required for the soteriological impartation of God’s primary
characteristics: apathy and mercy. 3
God’s absolute uniqueness finds expression in Sacr. 91–92. While discussing the propriety of
divine oaths Philo acknowledges that some might find it “unworthy” and unfit to conceive of
God swearing oaths, since “he needs no witness.” Even more problematic is the fact that “there is
no god who is his equal in honor,” and “there is nothing equal to him” (οὐδὲ γάρ ἐστιν ἄλλος θεὸς
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ἰσότιμος αὐτῷ), who might function as God’s pledge or guarantor. Indeed, an “entire genus [ὅλῳ
γένει] separates God from what comes after him.” 4
This discussion of oaths then leads to one of Philo’s most memorable refutations of
anthropomorphic and anthropopathic conceptions of God’s nature. 5 Since an oath is unable to
augment or authenticate God’s trustworthiness, Philo wonders, “Why then did it seem well to the
prophet and revealer to represent God as binding himself by an oath?” (94). As is often the case,
Philo ascribes a pedagogical function to such anthropomorphisms and anthropopathisms,
characterizing them as divine accommodations for human “weaknesses” and shortcomings. 6
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Our imaginative and intellectual inadequacies, combined with God’s absolute otherness,
disallows “treasuring within ourselves the thought which worthily summarizes the nature of the
Cause [αἴτιος]: ‘God is not as man’” (Num 23:19). Completely trapped within our human frame,
we cannot “rise above our conceptions,” “escape our inborn infirmities,” or “get outside
ourselves in forming our ideas” of God. Like “snails in their shells,” our own “covering of
mortality” leads us to “think of the blessed and immortal in terms of our own natures.” And
though we may nobly confess that “anthropomorphic” (ἀνθρωπόμορφος) representations of God
are “absurd,” in “actual fact we accept the impious thought that he is of human passions
[ἀνθρωποπαθής], and invent for him hands and feet, comings and goings, enmities, aversions,
estrangements, and anger.”
Philo’s emphatic claim that humans are irremediably trapped within their mortal frame of
reference fails to cohere with his oft-stated convictions concerning ecstatic experience and
contemplative ascent, as affording a revelatory and redemptive “escape” from our embodied
state (cf. Her. 69–70, 85, 264–265). In fact, the same verb used in Sacr. 95, ἐκβαίνω (“we cannot
escape [μηδὲ ἐκβῆναι] our inborn infirmities”), also appears in Leg. 1.82, describing “the mind”
that “goes out [ἐκβαίνω] from itself and offers itself up to God . . . making the confession of
acknowledgement towards the Existent One.” As we will see, throughout De sacrificiis Philo
purposely refrains from describing or commending ecstatic states.
1.2 Relational attributes
Balancing this somewhat remote “god of the philosophers” are a number of relational attributes
ascribed to God by Philo. God is “the Father” (ὁ πατήρ) who confers the “birthright of the
firstborn” and even the “whole inheritance” upon those whose lives “progress to the better”
(42). 7 He is also the “savior” from life-threatening maladies, though those who call on him as a
last resort cannot assume that he will respond. And though the personified temptress Lady
Hedone claims to possess the “treasure chest of human blessings . . . outside of which nothing
good can be found” (22), it is in fact God who is the source of all that is good. Indeed, “unless
God gives, you shall not have, since all things are his possessions.” Even our magnanimous
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“offerings” simply represent the return of God’s gifts back to him! (97). An equally important
lesson is offered to the person who thinks that they have earned God’s favor. Philo first reminds
them that Israel was chosen not for their own merits, but “because of the iniquity of the other
nations,” and the “covenant of God” that was made with Israel is in fact “an allegory of his gifts
of grace” (χάρις).
2. Soteriology & the soteriological communication of God’s attributes
A rich array of soteriological themes appear in De sacrificiis, including the struggle against the
passions, the allegory of the soul, transformative revelatory experiences expressed in the
language of the mysteries, salvific worship, contemplative ascent, and the vision of God.
Moreover, the agential acts and roles played by God and humans are complexly intertwined,
demonstrating a sophisticated, experientially-informed soteriology. Most significant, perhaps, is
the manner in which the supposedly transcendent God communicates soteriological attributes.
Indeed, the anti-anthropomorphic and anti-anthropopathic God of the philosophers, though
entirely self-sufficient and capable of maintaining his utter transcendence from creation,
nevertheless “transcends his transcendence” and reaches out in his mercy to his people.
2.1. Human agency
The struggle against passions is prominent in De sacrificiis. Despite its prevalence, Philo is
relatively consistent concerning the primacy of human agency in the war against the passions. In
only one context is divine “revelation” accorded an efficacious role in the struggle (62).
Furthermore, the primary weapons in this war, the “disciplined practice of virtue” and reason, are
regularly appealed to and exercised, in a variety of contexts. Also consistently represented is the
expected outcome of this battle: the complete victory of the virtuous person.
The power of the passions to overwhelm and lead astray the virtuous person is a common
concern in Philo’s corpus. 8 Accordingly, in De sacrificiis they are characterized as a “fiery
furnace” (15), a “throbbing fever” (16), “savage and untamed” (62), and “the worst enemy of the
soul” (16). Though Philo often commends a Middle Platonic allowance for “moderate emotions”
(μετριωπάθεια) and “limits,” 9 in De sacrificiis he consistently follows the Stoic ideal of
8
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completely removing, or “extirpating,” the passions (Diogenes Laertius 7.117; Cicero, Tusc.
4.57). 10 Thus the war against the passions involves their ruinous fall and full conquest: they are
“quenched” (σβέννυμι, 15), “abated” (χαλάω) and “lulled to rest” (νηνεμίας ἐπιγενομένης, 16),
“fully surrendered” (ἀπειπεῖν χεῖρας, 17), “overthrown” (πτερνίζω, 42), “passed over from”
(διάβασις, 63), and “utterly destroyed” (διαφθείρω, 134).
Philo also consistently represents the means whereby the passions are subdued: the pursuit of
virtue and the exercise of reason. In at least three contexts Philo appeals to the “disciplined
practice of virtue” (ἄσκησιν ἀρετῆς, 63; cf. also 16–18). Explicitly soteriological in orientation is
Sacr. 134, though here virtue is acquired and not exercised: “when the most dominant elements
of blind passion are utterly destroyed then comes the sanctification of the elder and precious
offspring of Israel who has the clear vision of God” (τοῦ θεὸν ὀξυδερκῶς ὁρῶντος). This “exodus”
from evil passions then affords the “entry of virtue.” More prominent in De sacrificiis, however,
is the role of reason. The passions are “vigorously” and “strongly” “ruled over” by “mind” (νοῦς)
and reason (λογίζομαι) like a “king” or “charioteer” (9, 49), “kneaded” and “softened” by
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“reason” (λόγος) and divine “revelation” (62), “conquered and robbed of strength by reason”
(λόγος, 81). Perhaps most notably, in Sacr. 80 it is “the invincible power of reason” (ἀνικήτῳ
λόγῳ) that imposes “the perfect tension necessary to reduce to weakness the impulses of
irrational passion” (τοῦ ἀλόγου πάθους ὁρμὴν εὐτόνος ἐκλύειν).
The prominence of reason and the consistent goal of extirpation seem to suggest that the Stoic
theory of the passions was foremost in Philo’s mind while composing De sacrificiis. 11 The
language of Sacr. 80 is particularly Stoic in tone and texture (cf. Arius Didymus 5b4–5b5). For
the Stoics, the passions were seen as possessing a unique capacity to subvert their efforts to live
according to reason, virtue, and nature. Furthermore, the early Stoics rejected the part-based
psychological model of Platonism, and adhered instead to a strict monistic and materialistic
psychological model in which reason reigns uncontested. Their denial of any non-rational parts
of the soul may have been motivated by a desire to emphasize personal responsibility; since
everything “is up to us,” emotions are entirely within the agent’s control. 12 According to the
influential early Stoic Chrysippus, the origin of passion may be traced to two faulty evaluative
judgments: (1) a present or future circumstance is good or bad, and (2) a particular emotional
reaction to that circumstance is appropriate. 13 A. A. Long notes that these erroneous beliefs are
“prompted by giving highly positive or highly negative value to things that are essentially
indifferent: worldly success or failure, sensual pleasure or pain, and, in short, everything outside
the mind’s direct and sure control.” 14 As assent is issued to these faulty judgments, an intense
and uncontrollable “psychophysical” reaction arises (Galen, PHP 4.2.8–18, 4.3.2–5), one
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afforded by the soul’s weak “tension” (τόνος) and lack of harmony. 15 It is this reaction, or
excessive “impulse” (ὁρμή), that many early Stoics identified with passion (Diogenes Laertius
7.110). 16
2.2. Divine agency and synergism
The emphasis on human agency in the struggle against the passions is exceptional in De
sacrificiis. Much more commonly encountered are depictions of unexpected and unsolicited
divine soteriological acts, with human effort emerging solely in response to divine
demonstrations of mercy.
(a) The dualistic struggle of the rational soul
The treatise begins with a characteristic soteriological concern: the allegory of the soul’s
heavenward journey. 17 And offering a perfect template for this dualistic “allegory of the soul” is
the scriptural account of the antagonistic relationship between the first human offspring, Cain
and Abel. These brothers represent “two opposite and contending views of life,” with Cain
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figured as the “self-loving principle” whose “mind is his master,” and Abel the “God-loving
principle” who “follows the deity” (2–3). Since Philo locates these opposing “principles” (δόγμα)
and “opinions” (δόξα) within every soul, their ongoing antagonism is “shown more clearly” by
the twin boys Jacob and Esau, who struggles began in the womb (Gen 25:22; Sacr. 3–4).
The salvific “healing” (ἴασις) of this predicament principally involves their “separation” (4), 18
and this separation is demonstrably achieved in the contemplative ascent described in Sacr. 8. 19
Divine agency is foregrounded in this text, as Philo describes the wise person who is “advanced
[προάγω] even higher” by God, “trained to soar above [ὑπερέτομαι] species and genus alike, and
stationed them to stand beside himself.” The instrumentality of the Logos also is enlisted in this
ascent: “God prizes the wise person as the world, for that same Logos [λόγος], by which he made
the universe, is that by which he draws [ἀνάγω] the perfect person from earthly things to
himself.” Because the contemplative wise man is said to enjoy a “translation” comparable to that
enjoyed by Moses at this death (8), Ronald Cox believes this text accordingly blurs the most
profound mystical experience obtainable in this life and the “sustained experience of the divine”
which can only be enjoyed post-mortem. 20
The soteriological “separation” promised in Sacr. 4 also is evidenced in the ability to “hold
sway and exercise sovereign power over the passions of the soul” (9), a transition “to him that
‘Is,’” and a “change to better things,” namely, being “filled with the divine” (ἐπιθειάζω, 10).
Finally, Philo concludes this description with an extraordinary monergistic claim: “God does not
consult with those whom he blesses as to the gifts he means to bestow. He is inclined to extend
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his loving-kindness unstinted to those who have no thought of them” (μὴ προλαβόντι δὲ τὰς
εὐεργεσίας ἀφθόνους εἴωθεν ὀρέγειν). 21
(b) Divine mercy
The astonishing assertion of unsolicited, and perhaps unmerited, favor offered in Sacr. 10 finds
its match in section 87, where Philo undermines his prior condemnations of procrastination,
which were offered in sections 52–53 and 69–71. Coming at the conclusion of a lengthy
consideration of the “offering of the first fruits,” in Sacr. 87 Philo asserts that “even if we are
slow to do this offering, he himself is not slow to take to himself those who are fit for his service
[αὐτὸς οὐ βραδύνει τοὺς ἐπιτηδείους πρὸς θεραπείαν λαβεῖν ἑαυτῷ]. ‘I will take you,’ he says, ‘to
be my people and I will be your God’ (Exod 6:7), and ‘you shall be to me a people. I am the
Lord’” (Lev 26:12).
While Sacr. 10 and 87 surely evoke the imagery of divine mercy, this indispensable divine
attribute comes to explicit expression only in Sacr. 42:
And if your life to the end be a progress to the better, the Father will give you not only
the birthright of the elder, but the whole inheritance, even as he did to Jacob, who
overthrew the seat and foundation of passion [πάθος] – Jacob who confessed his personal
experience [ὃς ὡμολόγησεν ὃ ἔπαθεν] in the words, ‘God has had mercy [ἐλεέω] on me
and all things are mine’ – words of sound doctrine and instruction for life, for on God’s
mercy [ἔλεος], all things are securely anchored [ὁρμέω].

As Ronald Williamson has noted, “For Philo there is only one thing worse than
anthropomorphism and that is anthropopathism.” An exception is made, however, for
compassion/mercy (ἔλεος). 22 It is in fact the sole emotion predicated of Philo’s otherwise
apathetic God, though perhaps it should be considered a rational virtue, rather than an emotion. 23
Undoubtedly Philo was influenced in this regard by the LXX, which makes “pity a constant and
defining attribute of the deity.” 24 He also evinces awareness of its importance in human
21
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relationships. As he elsewhere contends, “compassion” (ἔλεος) is “the emotion most necessary
and one most closely related to the rational soul” (Virt. 144). Furthermore, Moses “has filled
almost the whole of the law with commands to show pity and love for humankind” (ἔλεον καὶ
φιλανθρωπίαν, Spec. 4.79). 25
It is not beyond the bounds of probability that Philo’s own personal spiritual experiences also
served to convince him of the absolutely essential role played by God’s mercy in the divinehuman relationship. Together with Jacob, this text perhaps reveals Philo “confessing his personal
experience in the words, ‘God has had mercy on me.’” Characterizing it as “instruction for life”
may further reflect its personal import and transformative impact. This all stands in marked
contrast to the gods of the Greco-Romans, who “are typically represented as being indifferent to
human sorrow and invulnerable to pity.” 26 Similarly, since the Stoics “classified pity as a species
of distress,” it was presumably excluded from the repertoire of divine emotions (cf. Seneca,
Clem. 2.4.4–2.5.1). 27
(c) Divine inspiration
Divine inspiration plays a prominent role in De sacrificiis. Notably absent, however, is the
ecstatic dimension which is prominent in texts like Opif. 71, Her. 69–70, and especially Migr.
34–35. In Sacr. 76, Philo thoroughly subverts the “golden age/race” theme, in which primitive
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humans were thought to freely possess virtue and happiness. 28 Philo critiques “those who cling
to the old-world days with their fabled past,” and “feed on effete fables, which the long course of
the ages has handed down for the deception of humankind.” The best antidote to such “false
opinions” is the actual experience of the “instantaneous and timeless power of God” which
attends the acceptance of “ideas that are new and fresh and in the vigor of youth . . . the blessed
thoughts from the ever ageless God” (ἀλλὰ παρὰ τοῦ ἀεὶ ἀγήρω [νέου] θεοῦ τὰ νέα καὶ καινὰ
ἀγαθὰ μετὰ πάσης ἀφθονίας λαμβάνοντες). In fact, with God “nothing is ancient, nothing at all
past, but everything is in its birth and existence timeless.”
In Sacr. 78–79 divine illumination comes “unforeseen and unhoped for,” as a “sudden beam
of self-taught wisdom [φέγγος αἰφνίδιον ἐπιλάμψῃ αὐτομαθοῦς σοφίας] that shines upon us.” This
unexpected and unsolicited “wisdom opens the closed eye of the soul,” transforming “us from
hearers of knowledge into spectators, and substituting in our minds sight, the swiftest of senses,
for the slower sense of hearing.” Philo the biblical exegete then qualifies his earlier
condemnation of the “golden age/race” motif: “we should make it our aim to read the writings of
the sages and listen to proverbs and old-world stories from the lips of those who know antiquity,
always seeking knowledge about the men and deeds of old.” Nevertheless, he yet again
marginalizes this “knowledge that comes from teaching” by unfavorably comparing it to “the
young shoots of self-inspired wisdom” that “God causes to spring up within the soul (νέας δὲ
ὅταν ἀντείλῃ βλάστας αὐτοδιδάκτου σοφίας ὁ θεὸς ἐν ψυχῇ).
Finally, in Sacr. 86 Philo commends the “disciplined exercise [ἄσκησις] that creates solid
knowledge”; for just as manna was made from “grinding” the “heavenly food,” so one should
meditate on “virtue’s heaven-sent discourse” (τὸν οὐράνιον ἀρετῆς λόγον), so that “its impress
[τυπόω] on the understanding will be firm.” This text notably enlists the epistemological imagery
of a wax seal which impresses itself on the nous/memory, thereby permanently inscribing the
thing seen in the mind/memory of the percipient. This popular epistemological construct is
attested in Plato, Aristotle, Zeno, and Cicero, 29 and Verity Platt and Michael Squire have noted
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that “the uncanny, almost metaphysical properties of wax” provides a perfect conceptual
framework for expressing “the ambiguous status of the human psyche as a malleable medium
that is at once corporeal and conceptual, capable of receiving and storing information that is
acquired through sense perception and converted into something far less tangible.” 30
(d) The “two wives,” Hedone and Virtue, and the necessity of human toil
One of the most important instances of divine inspiration occurs at a crucial narratival turning
point in Philo’s lengthy personification of the “two wives,” Hedone (ἡδονή) and Virtue (ἀρετή),
that “each one of us are mated to” (20–45). The vivid depiction of the temptress Hedone
persuasively establishes her nearly irresistible power over the mind/soul. In fact, the fine detail of
her personification almost seems to betray personal acquaintance! 31 Human agency is prominent
in this lengthy passage. Though the soteriological watershed moment accompanying divine
inspiration opens
The temptation of Lady Hedone addresses and entices the whole human person: sensuality,
the will, and the psyche are all addressed and engaged. First, this passage is suffused with
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conditional statements, in which Lady Hedone acknowledges that her victim’s volitional assent
must be attained: “If you will dwell with me” (ἢν ἐθέλῃς μοι συνοικεῖν, 22), “if you assent
[συναινέω] … with willingness and gladness, and if you turn … and refuse” (23), and “if you are
willing to spend your time with me” (24). Lady Virtue also expresses her fear that the mind/soul
will “assent” (συναινέω) to these deceptions (28), and she soberly promises that “if you are wise,
you will see in time” (29). 32 Second, a host of psychological benefits are promised by Lady
Hedone, most significantly, a “multitude of joys,” a “life without care,” and “freedom from the
sense of restraint, the fear of punishment, the stress of business, and the discipline of labor” (23).
Third, sensual enticements abound, beginning with the extravagant description of the Lady
herself. In vacillating between allure and disgust, the depiction attempts to reflect the emotional
and psychological turmoil of a scrupulous young man (21). After Lady Hedone promises a life
filled with “beautiful music, costly food and drink, the seduction climaxes with an arousing
description of orgiastic sexual pleasure: “unending love [ἔρως], unsupervised play, adventurous
sexual intercourse [μίξεις ἀνεξέταστοι], explicit language, uncontrolled deeds,” and “unfulfilled
overindulgence” (23). Fourth, a cryptic parable of nature’s influence appears to be offered in
Sacr. 25. That influence is represented by “evergreen plants,” which perpetually “bloom and bear
fruit,” and whose “roots dive deep and far below” while their “branches” “soar into the heavens.”
Nurtured by “earth” (γῆ) herself, this symbolic plant appears to reflect the innate sexual drive
that propels humans towards both reproduction and the destructive “fruit” that Lady Hedone
villainously offers. Finally, the hapless and presumably helpless “victim” is threatened by
supernatural forces, as Lady Hedone is characterized as a “sorceress” and a “lewd dealer in
magic,” one who employs “talismans and witchcrafts” (26, 28).
This withering onslaught meets its match, however, in Sacr. 26, when Lady Virtue, hitherto
“hidden from sight,” yet immanently positioned nearby, “steps forward” and makes a “sudden
appearance” (ἔξαίφνης ἐπιφαίνεται) which brings deliverance from Lady Hedone. This
characterization of Lady Virtue’s salvific “sudden appearance” probably is dependent upon two
well-known Platonic texts, found in the Seventh Letter and the Symposium. In the Seventh Letter
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it is asserted that Plato’s “most important doctrines” do not “admit of verbal expression like
other studies, but, as a result of continued application to and communion with the subject itself,”
these doctrines are “suddenly [ἐξαίφνης] brought to birth in the soul, like a light that is kindled by
a leaping spark” (341c–d). 33 A passage in the ascent myth of the Symposium similarly recounts
the “sudden [ἐξαίφνης] revelation” of a “wondrous vision” (θαυμάστος, 210e) to the
contemplative “initiate,” namely, the “unique Form of divine Beauty itself” (211e). Thus in both
influential Platonic texts, the limitations of language and human cognition are overcome with an
epiphanic revelation, vividly portrayed as a divine gift of illumination. 34
The lengthy list of vices offered in Sacr. 32, which the “pleasure-lover” would have been
“caught in” like a “net,” serves to illustrate both the gravity of the situation and the magnitude of
the salvation effected by Lady Virtue. Nevertheless, Lady Virtue’s impassioned call to embrace
and engage in “toil” (πόνος), in Sacr. 35–42, reinstates the primacy of human agency within the
overarching narrative. In this text, Lady Virtue “strips bare” (30) Lady Hedone’s promise to
provide “freedom from . . . the stress of business and the discipline of labor” (23), and
demonstrates instead that “toil” is the “greatest of blessings” and the “source of all goodness”
(35). However, severe sacrifices and great rewards are equally emphasized in her frank and
forthright exhortation to toil:
In my store there is one thing which seems especially to involve hardship and discomfort,
and this I will tell you frankly without concealment; for though at the first encounter it
seems on the surface painful to the imagination, practice makes it sweet and reflection
shows it to be profitable. This thing is toil, the first and greatest of blessings, the enemy
of ease, waging war to the death against pleasure. For in very truth, God has appointed
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toil as the beginning of all goodness and true worth to humans, 35 and without it you shall
find that nothing excellent takes shape amongst mortal men . . . so the eye of the soul
cannot grasp the practices of virtue, unless it take toil, like light, to cooperate with it. Toil
stands midway between the mind and the excellence which the mind desires . . . it creates
that perfection of goodness, friendship and harmony between the two. Choose any good
thing whatsoever, and you will find that it results from and is established through toil.
Piety and holiness are good, but we cannot attain to them save through the service of
God, and service calls for earnest toil as its yoke-fellow. Prudence, courage, justice . . .
we cannot acquire them by self-indulgent ease . . . by constant care and practice there
arise a kindliness between us and them. Service pleasing to God and to virtue is like an
intense and severe/violent harmony [ἔντονον καὶ σφοδρὰν ἁρμονίαν], and in no soul is
there an instrument capable of sustaining it . . . (36–37)

In her “ode to toil,” Lady Virtue establishes that it is divinely ordained that everything good and
worthwhile can only be attained through sacrificial hardship and disciplined labor. In fact, all the
virtues, including piety, holiness, prudence, courage, and justice, are acquired and solidified
solely through the instrumentality of “toil.” And though toil “cooperates” with and actualizes the
mind’s “desire” for “excellence,” it appears that the inner person, which kinetically conveys the
mind’s wishes to the body, suffers from an unsustainably “violent tension” [ἔντονον καὶ σφοδρὰν]
while engaged in virtue-directed toil. The Stoic psychological imagery of “tension” (τόνος) is
once again enlisted, as Philo traces the material origins of toil’s bodily “hardships and
discomfort” to a sympathetic psychological state in the virtuous person.
Conclusion
Disciplined avoidance of Platonic non-rational psychology, or deliberate adherence to Stoic
monistic psychology? The avoidance of ecstatic experience is certainly a related issue.
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